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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Shannon Switching Game in its original form is a two-player game 
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tices. Two players, SHORT and CUT, play alternatively. A move of 
SHORT consists of making an unplayed edge invulnerable to deletion, his 
objective being to connect the two distinguished vertices by an invulnerable 
path. A move of CUT consists of deleting an unplayed edge, his objective 
being to prevent SHORT succeeding. The game proceeds until one of the 
players reaches his goal [ 121. 
For a given graph and given distinguished vertices, the outcome of the 
game depends upon the identity SHORT or CUT of the first player. A 
classical argument (see below Proposition 2.1) shows that if a player can 
win playing second, then he can also win playing first. Hence exactly one of 
the following three cases occurs: SHORT playing second has a winning 
strategy, or CUT playing second has a winning strategy, or the first player, 
SHORT or CUT, has a winning strategy. 
A complete solution of the Shannon Switching Game has been given by 
Lehman [ 121: each type of game is characterized and winning strategies 
are described. Fundamental theorem: the Shannon Switching Game is 
winning for SHORT playing second if and only if the graph contains two 
edge-disjoint trees on a same subset of vertices containing the two distin- 
guished vertices. This solution is given in [ 121 for a more general game 
played on matroids. The reader will Iind a survey of Lehman theory in 
Section 6. 
Our purpose in the present paper is to introduce and solve several 
variants of the Shannon Switching Game. The general definitions are given 
in Section 8. We describe briefly in the Introduction the graphic case of the 
two main new games: the Directed Shannon Switching Game and the One- 
Way Game. In these two games the basic difference with the Shannon 
Switching Game is that players direct edges. 
The complete rules of the Directed Shannon Switching Game are as 
follows. The game is a two-player game with complete information. The 
board is an undirected graph G with two distinguished vertices x0 and x1. 
Two players, BLACK and WHITE, play alternately.’ A move of WHITE 
consists of directing an unplayed edge of G. A move of BLACK consists of 
marking an unplayed edge of G. The objective of WHITE is to form a 
directed path joining x0 to x1. The objective of BLACK is to prevent 
WHITE from meeting his objective. The game proceeds until one of the 
players reaches his goal. 
The rules of the One-Way Game are those of the Directed Shannon 
Switching Game with one difference: BLACK also directs edges. 
We point out that in the One-Way Game a winning configuration for 
WHITE, i.e., a directed path joining x0 to x1, may contain both black and 
I We name the players WHITE (= SHORT) and BLACK ( = CUT) as the meanings of the 
words “short” and “cut” are irrelevant in several games we consider. Also it is more con- 
venient to consider that BLACK marks edges instead of deleting them. 
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white edges (here black means played by BLACK). In the Directed Shan- 
non Switching Game a directed path joining x0 to x1 is necessarily con- 
stituted only of white edges (WHITE being the only player to direct edges). 
Complete solutions of these games are given in Sections 9 and 12. Our 
results may be summarized by saying that the classifications of these 
directed games are identical to that of the Shannon Switching Game. More 
precisely the Directed Shannon Switching Game (resp. the One-Way 
Game) on a graph G with two distinguished vertices x0 and x1 is winning 
for WHITE playing second resp. for BLACK playing second, for the first 
player if and only if the Shannon Switching Game on G with respect to x0 
and x1 has the same property. 
The strategies used to derive the classilications in the directed case are 
different, and more elaborate, than Lehman classical strategy for the 
undirected case. 
The Directed Shannon Switching Game and the One-Way Game have 
natural generalizations in the context of oriented matroids (see Sect. 8). 
The main results presented in this paper have been announced in [7]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
All graphs and matroids considered in this paper are finite. By a graph 
we mean an undirected graph with possibly loops and multiple edges. We 
denote by V(G) and E(G), respectively, the vertex-set and the edge-set of a 
graph G. For A c E(G) we denote by V(A) the set of vertices of the edges 
in A. 
Our matroid terminology is standard [ 13 J. We denote by E(M) the set 
of elements of a matroid M, and by M* its dual (or orthogonal) matroid. 
For A s E(M) we denote by rM(A) the rank of A in M. The matroids 
obtained from A4 by deleting (resp. contracting) A are denoted by M\A 
(resp. M/A). A s usual we set M(A) = M\(E\A) and we abbreviate M\(e) 
and M/(e) by M\e and M/e for eEE(A4). 
We denote by C(G) (resp. B(G) the cycle matroid (resp. the cocycle 
matroid) of a graph G (cf. [13, 1.10,2.4]). A matroid M is graphic (resp. 
cugraphic) if there is a graph G such that MZ C(G) (resp. MZ B(G)). For 
A GE(G) we denote by G\A and G/A, respectively, the graph obtained 
from G by deleting resp. contracting the edges in A. 
Basic definitions concerning oriented matroids may be found in [2]. We 
recall that a signed set is a set X together with a partition into two dis- 
tinguished subsets X+, the positive part of X, and X-, its negative part. 
Let A4 be an oriented matroid. For A c E(M) we denote by ,$V the 
oriented matroid obtained from M by sign reversal on A: the signed cir- 
cuits of ,$V are all signed sets ,$ for X a signed circuit of A4, where ,&Y is 
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defined by ($Y) + =(X’\A)u(X-nA)and(,-X)-=(X-\A)u(X+nA) 
[2]. Signing an element eE E(M) means reversing sign or not on {e}. 
Clearly if A4 is the oriented cycle or cocycle matroid of a directed graph G, 
signing an element e E E(M), i.e., an edge of G, means reversing or not its 
direction. 
Let M be a matroid and e E E(M). A subset A E E(M)\ (e} is a circuit of 
M broken at e if A u (e} is a circuit of M. If M is an oriented matroid, a 
signed set A E E(M)\ {e} is a positive circuit broken at e if there is a 
positive circuit C of A4 such that e E C and A = C\ (e}. 
3. UNDIRECTED AND DIRECTED SWITCHING GAMES 
AS POSITIONAL GAMES 
Let E be a set and % E 2E be a nonempty collection of subsets of E. 
Consider the following two-player game with complete information: Two 
players BLACK and WHITE play alternatively by marking unplayed 
elements of E. The objective of WHITE is to mark a subset of E belonging 
to %‘, the objective of BLACK is to prevent WHITE from succeeding. We 
call this game a positional game on E with collection of (WHITE) winning 
configurations 59. 
Actually the usual definition of positional games is more general. The 
above games are called positional games of type 1 in [ 1). We use a sim- 
plified terminology for brevity. 
The Shannon Switching Game on a graph G with respect to two vertices 
x09 Xl is clearly a positional game on E(G), WHITE winning con- 
figurations are all edge-sets of paths of G joining x0 to x1. 
The Directed Shannon Switching Game defined in the Introduction is 
not a positional game. However, the following model of this game is 
“almost” a positional game: Let G be any orientation of G. Denote by 6 
the graph obtained from G by inroducing a new edge e* for every edge 
e E E(G), with e* parallel to e and directed in the opposite direction. The 
Directed Shannon Switching Game is almost a positional game on Eu E*, 
E = E(G), WHITE winning configurations being all edge-sets of directed 
paths of G joining x0 to x1. Only here moves are restricted: when an edge 
in a pair {e, e*} has been played, by either player, then the other edge is 
no longer subject to play. We call such a game a positional game with 
move restrictions or restricted positional game. 
It suffices here to define move restrictions by a partition 71 of E. In a 
restricted positional game (E, $7, 71) the additional rule is that at most one 
element may be played in each class of 71. The other rules of positional 
games are unchanged. 
The One-Way Game is not a restricted positional game in the above 
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sense. In the model played on G the objective of WHITE is to obtain a 
configuration in Q? that is completely played, both colors being allowed. We 
call an uncolored restricted positional game a game such as the One-Way 
Game, with the rules.of a restricted positional game, except that the objec- 
tive of WHITE is to obtain a winning configuration that is completely 
played. Of course this rule only makes sense when moves are actually 
restricted. By opposition, the first type of restricted positional games will 
occasionally be called colored. 
We will show in Section 13 that if the One-Way Game on a given graph 
is winning for WHITE, then there is a strategy ensuring that WHITE can 
mark a white winning configuration against all strategies of BLACK. An 
uncolored restricted positional game with this property behaves like a 
colored game. We say that such a game is reducible to a (colored) restricted 
positional game. 
Our purpose in this section is to establish two general properties of 
restricted positional games, which will be of repeated use in the sequel. 
The first proposition is well-known for positional games. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If a colored or reducible uncolored restricted positional 
game is winning for WHITE playing second then it is also winning for 
WHITE playing first. 
ProoJ Let .Zc, be a winning strategy for WHITE playing second 
producing a white winning configuration against all strategies of BLACK. 
A winning strategy Z, for WHITE playing first is derived from C, played 
by WHITE in a fictitious game defined as follows. 
In the fictitious game BLACK plays first. His first move is an arbitrary 
element b; of E. The first move w1 of WHITE is a response prescribed by 
Z, to b;. Suppose inductively that the moves have been wl, w2 ,..., Wi for 
WHITE, responss prescribed by Z2 to moves b;, b; ,..., bi of BLACK in the 
fictitious game, i > 1, and that BLACK has played bI , b2,..., bi_ 1 in the real 
game. If there is no playable element in the fictitious game, then by the 
hypothesis on Z2 WHITE has won, hence { wi , w2,..., Wi} contains a white 
winning configuration. Jt follows that WHITE has also won in the real 
game. 
Suppose there is at least one playable element in the fictitious game. Let 
bi be the ith move of BLACK in the real game. If bi is playable in the fit- 
titious game we set bi+ 1 = bi. Otherwise we take for bi+ 1 any playable 
element of the fictitious game. The (i + 1) th move wj+ 1 of WHITE in the 
real game prescribed by C, is a response prescribed by Z, to the move bi+ 1 
of BLACK in the fictitious game. 1 
It is intuitively clear, and this follows from Lehman theory [12], that if 
the Shannon Switching Game is winning for WHITE on a subgraph of G 
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then it is also winning on G. This property generalizes to restricted 
positional games. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (E, %, TT) be a restricted positional game (colored 
or uncolored). Let E’ be a subset of E which is a union of classes of n. Set 
%“=Vn2Fandn’=n(\2E’. Suppose in the uncolored case that the subgame 
(E’, V’, 71’) is reducible. 
If the subgame (E’, W, IT’) is winning for WHITE playing first resp. 
second then the game (E, 59, 71) is winning for WHITE playing first (resp. 
second). 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.1. We consider the 
case WHITE playing second. The other case can be proved in the same 
way. Let C’ be a winning strategy for WHITE in the game on E’ producing 
a white winning configuration against all strategies of BLACK. A winning 
strategy C for WHITE in the game on E is derived from Z’ played by 
WHITE in a fictitious game on E’ defined as follows. 
Suppose inductively that the first i moves, i 3 0, have been b, , b2,..., bi 
played by BLACK and w1 , w2,..., Wi E E’ played by WHITE, responses 
prescribed by C’ to moves b;, b;,..., bi of BLACK in a fictitious game 
played on E’. If there is no playable element left in the fictitious game on 
E’, then WHITE has won in this game, hence also in the real game on E. 
Suppose there is at least one playable element in the fictitious game on 
E’. Let bi+ 1 be the (i + 1) th move of BLACK. If bi+ i is a playable element 
in the fictitious game on E’ we set bi+ 1 = bi+ 1. Otherwise we take for bi+ 1 
any playable element in the fictitious game on E’. The (i + 1)th move 
wi+,th move w,+~ of WHITE in the real game on E prescribed by Z is a 
response prescribed by C’ to the move bi,, of BLACK in the fictitious 
game on E’. 1 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 hold for a larger class of games (containing in 
particular all positional games in the usual sense). The generality con- 
sidered here is sufficient for our applications. 
The Graphic Unrooted Signing Game discussed in Section 14 is an 
example of an uncolored restricted positional game which is not reducible 
in general. Played on the graph constituted by two parallel edges, this 
game is obviously winning for WHITE playing second and losing for 
WHITE playing first. 
For later use we recall that the dual game of a two-player game, played 
by BLACK and WHITE, is the game with the same rules except that the 
names BLACK and WHITE are interchanged. 
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4. THE MATROID UNION THEOREM 
Our main tool is the following particular case of the 
MATROID UNION THEOREM. Let A4 be a matroid on a set E. Then 
(I1 v I2 : I,, I, E E independent in M) is the collection of independent sets of 
a matroid on E, denoted by A4 v M. The rank function of A4 v M is given by 
rM, M(X)=Min,,, (2r,(Y)+Ix\Yl) for any XCE. 
In its full generality the Matroid Union Theorem, or more simply, the 
Union Theorem, deals with the union M1 v M2 v * ** v Mk of k > 2 not 
necessary equal matroids on E (see [ 13, Theorem 8.3.11). For the history 
of this theorem we quote from [ 13, p, 1341: The idea [of union 
of matroids] originates in a paper of Nash-Williams [66]... The rank 
formula for the union of matroids is implicit in the paper of Edmonds and 
Fulkerson [65], though as pointed out in Welsh [70] it can easily be 
deduced from the theorem of Rado [42]. 
We complete the Union Theorem by several lemmas. Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3 are implicit in [ 31. Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 hold for unions of any k 2 2 
matroids. In all four lemmas A4 is a matroid on a set E. 
LEMMA 4.1. [3]. For any two bases B,, B, of M and any XC E we have 
) B, v B2 ) < 2rM(X) + ) E\X) . The equality holds if and only if 
E\ X c B, v B2 and B, n X, B, n X are two disjoint bases of X. 
ProoJ The inequality is the easy part of the Union Theorem. We have 
I&~&I = IVV-WnXI + MB1 u&)l\XI < lB,nXl + IB,nXl + 
I E\XI d 2rM(X) + I E\XI . 
The inequality ) B1 u B2 ( < 2rJX) + ) E\ XI is a consequence of the 
four inequalities I(B,uB,)nX(<jB,nXI+IB,nXI, (B,nXl <r,&X), 
(B,nXI<r,(X), I(B,uB,)\XI<IE\XI. The equality IB1uB,l= 
2rM(X) + ) E\XI forces the equality in these four inequalities, clearly imply- 
ing the “only if’ part of Lemma 4.1. The converse is immediate. 1 
It follows from the Union Theorem that equality holds in ) B, u B, I < 
2rM(X) + ) E\X( if and only if 1 B, u B2 I is maximum and 2rM(X) + I E\ XI 
is minimum, both being then equal to r(A4 v M) and B, u B2 being a base 
of A4 v M. Two bases B1, B, of A4 such that ( B1 u B2 I is maximal are said 
maximally distant. 
Let Y(M) denote the collection of subsets X of E achieving the minimum 
r(A4 v*M) of 2rM(X) + I E\XI. 
LEMMA 4.2[3]. P(M) is closed under union and intersection. 
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Proof Let X, YE9qM). We have v(M v M) d 2r(Xn Y) + 
1 E\(Xn Y)] and r(A4 v M) 6 2r(Xu Y) + 1 E\(Xu Y)J. Hence by the sub- 
modularity of the rank function 2r(M v M) 6 2r(Xn Y) + 1 E\(Xn Y)( + 
2r(Xu Y) + (E\(XU Y)I d 2r(X) + (E\X( + 2r( Y) + (E\ YI = 2r(M v  M). 
It follows that equality holds, implying Xn Y and Xu YE P(M). 1 
LEMMA 4.3[3]. P(M*)={E\X:XEP(M)). 
Proof. From the formula Ye* = 1 Xl + rM(E\X) - r(M) follows 
2r,*(E\X) + 1 XI = 2r&X) + 1 E\X( + (El -r(M). 1 
A set XE E is called cyclic in A4 if X is a union of circuits of M. 
LEMMA 4.4, A set XE Y(M) is a cyclic flat of M and satisfies 
rM ” M(X) = %&o 
Proof. For any e E E\X we have 2r(Xu e) + 1 E\(Xu e)l = 2r(Xu e) + 
) E\XJ - 12 2r(X) + ) E\XJ, hence 2r(Xu e) 3 2r(X) + 1. It follows that 
r(Xu e) = r(X) + 1. Hence X is a flat of M. 
For any eEX we have 2r(X\{e))+ IE\(e))=2r(X\(e))+ IE\Xl+ 
12 2r(X) + I E\XI . hence 2r(X\ (e}) > 2r(X) - 1. It follows that 
r(X\ (e>) = r(X). Hence X is cyclic. 
The property r,,,, v M (X) = 2rM(X) follows from Lemma 4.1. 1 
~BLOCKS IN MATROIDS AND GRAPHS 
We say that a matroid M is a block-matroid, or simply a block if E(M) is 
a union of two disjoint bases of M. By definition of a union of matroids M 
is a block if and only if r(M v M) = 2r(M) = ( E(M)\ . Hence by the Union 
Theorem we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A matroid M on a set E is a block if and only if 
(1) 1x1 <2rM(X)for all X5 E and 
(2) ] EJ = 2r,(E) (=‘2r(M)). 
In all statements of this section A4 is a matroid on a set E. We say that a 
subset XC E is a block of M if the submatroid M(X) is a block. We 
observe that if r( M v M) = I E I, hence in particular if M is a block, a sub- 
set X of E is a block of M if and only if XE 9(M) (with notations of Sec- 
tion 4). Specializing lemmas of Section 4 we get 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose M is a block 
(i ) a block of M is a cyclic flat of M, 
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(ii) a subset XC E is a block of M if and only if 1 XI =2rM(X) 
(iii) the collection of blocks of M is closed under union and intersec- 
tion. Hence for any A c E there is a unique inclusion-maximal block con- 
tained in A (resp. a unique inclusion-minimal block containing A ). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (i) M is a block tf and only if M* is a block. 
(ii) Suppose M is a block. Then X E E is a block/of M tf and only tf 
E\X is a block of M*. 
Proof: Property (i) is immediate since the complement of a base of M is 
a base of M* and conversely. Property (ii) is a specialization of Lem- 
ma 4.3. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose M is a block 
(i) Let B,, B, be two disjoint bases of A4 partitioning E. Then XC E is 
a block of M if and only if B, n X and B, A X are two bases of X 
(ii) For any block X of M, M/X is a block. 
Proof Property (i) is a specialization of Lemma 4.1. 
(ii) Let B,, B, be two bases of A4 partitioning E. If X is a block, by (i) 
B, n X and B, n X are two bases of X. Hence B, \X and B,\X are two 
bases of M/X. Since B1\X and B,\X partition E\X, the matroid M/X is a 
block. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose M is a block. Let b, w E E. Then M\blw is a 
block if and only if every block of M containing w contains also b. 
Proof Suppose M’ =M\b/w is not a block. We have ) E(M’)J = 
1 E(M)/ - 2 = 2(r(M) - 1) = 2r(M’). Hence by Proposition 5.1 there is 
XcE\(b, w} such that IXI>2r,(X). We haver,.(X)=r,(Xu(w))-1, 
hence (Xu {w)l 2 2r,(Xu {w)). S ince A4 is a block, it follows that 
X u ( w  } is a block of A4, by Proposition 5.1. The block X u ( w  } contains w  
but does not contain b. 
Conversely suppose M’ = M\b/w is a block, and there is a block X of A4 
with wEXcE\(b). Since M’ is a block and X\{w)cE(M’) we have by 
Proposition 5.1, Ix\{w}l <2r,&X\(w)). Hence 1x1 - 1 <2(rM(X)- l), 
contradicting I XI = 2rM(X). h 
By IProposition 5.2(iii), the condition in Proposition 5.5 can also be 
stated: M\b/w is a block if and only if w  is not contained in the maximal 
block of M\b, or, equivalently, if and only if b belongs to the minimal 
block of A4 containing w. 
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PROPOSITION 5.6. Suppose M and M\b/w are blocks, b, w E E. Then for 
any block X of A4, X\ (6, w ) is a block of M\b/w if and only if b, w E X or 
b, w q! X. 
Prooj The “only if” part is clear since a block has even cardinality. We 
prove the “if” part. 
Suppose 6, w E X. We have 
2r M\b,wwwA wl~=%4(X\{bl)-2. 
Since X is a block we have rM( X\ (b} ) = rM( X) (a block has no isthmuses). 
Hence 2rM,+(X\ {b, w}) = 2r,,,,(X) - 2 = 1 x\ (b, w) I. 
Suppose b, w 4 X. We have 
%4,b,w(X\ {b9 w  > ) = 2dX~ {w > I- 2. 
Since A4 and M(X) are blocks we have r,(Xu (w})=rM(X)+ 1 (a sub- 
block of a block M is closed in M). Hence 2~,,~,Ja (b, w > ) = 2r,,,JX) = 
WI= Ix\{b, w}l. 
In both cases X\ (6, w> is a block of M\b/w by Proposition 5.2(ii). i 
We say that a graph G is a block-graph if its cycle matroid C(G) is a 
block-matroid: a connected graph G is a block if and only if its edge-set is 
a union of two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G. We define a block of a 
graph G as a block of c(G). 
6. SWITCHING GAMES ON MATROIDS-LEHMAN SOLUTION 
OF THE SHANNON SWITCHING GAME 
This section is a survey of the classical theory, mainly due to Lehman 
[12] (see also [6; 13, 19.41). 
The Shannon Switching Game on graphs has been generalized by 
Lehman to a game on matroids: The board is a matroid A4 with a dis- 
tinguished element e not subject to play. Moves of both BLACK and 
WHITE consist of marking an unplayed element. The objective of WHITE 
is to form a white circuit, of A4 broken at e. We call this game the Lehman 
Switching Game on A4 with respect to e. 
Clearly the Shannon Switching Game on a graph G with respect to two 
vertices x0, x1 is equivalent to the Lehman Switching Game on the cycle 
matroid of the graph G + e with respect to e, where e is an edge not in G 
joining x0 and x 1. 
THEOREM A (Lehman [ 12, Theorem 141). The Lehman Switching Game 
on a matroid M with respect to an element e E E(M) is winning for 
WHITE playing second if and only if there is a block of A4 spanning but not 
containing e. 
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The “if” part of Theorem A is proved by describing explicitly a winning 
strategy for WHITE. The key observation is 
LEMMA A.1. Let b (resp. w) be a black (resp. white) element of 
E(M)\ {e}. Then A4 contains a white circuit broken at e tf and only if 
M\b/w contains a white circuit broken at e. 
Hence, by induction, to obtain a winning strategy for WHITE it suffices 
to determine a response w  of WHITE to a first move b of BLACK 
such that M\b/w satisfies again the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
By Proposition 3.2 we may suppose that E(M) \ (e) is a block of M 
spanning e. 
Lehman Strategy 
(WHITE strategy for the Lehman Switching Game, BLACK playing 
first). 
Let A4 be a matroid with a distinguished element e, such that E(M)\(e) is 
a block of A4 spanning e. 
Let B1, B, be two disjoint bases of M\e. By hypothesis B, u B, = 
Jww\ k>* 
(1) Let b E E(M)\ {e> be the first move of BLACK. Suppose b E B, 
(say). Then WHITE marks any w  E B, such that b is contained in the uni- 
que circuit of A4 contained in B, u {w}. 
(2) Suppose inductively that BLACK and WHITE have already 
played the elements bl, b2 ,..., bi and wl, w2 ,..., w,, i> 0, respectively. Let 
bitI e E(M) (e, b,, b, ,..., bi, wl, w2 ,..., Wi) be the (i+ 1)th move of 
BLACK. 
Then WHITE considers bi+ 1 as a first move of BLACK in the matroid 
M’ = M\ (b,, b2 ,..., bi}l( wl, w2 ,..., wi} and marks an element wi+ I given by 
(1) applied to M’ and bi+,. 
In the situation of (1) as easily seen, B; = B,\ (b) and B; = B2\ (w> are 
two disjoint bases of A4 = M\ b/w, and E(M)\ (e > is a block of M span- 
ning e. The “if” part of Theorem A follows. The “only if” part of 
Theorem A is proved directly in [ 12, Theorem 141. It is also a consequence 
of the following “Classification Theorem” : 
THEOREM B (Lehman [ 12, Theorem 32). Let M be a matroid and 
e E E(M). Then exactly one of the following three cases occurs: 
(i) there is a block of A4 spanning but not containing e, 
(ii) there is a block of M* spanning but not containing e, 
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(iii) in both A4 and M* there are blocks containing e. 
The Lehman Switching Game on M with respect to e is winning for 
WHITE playing second in case (i) resp. winning for BLACK playing second 
in case (ii), winning for the first player in case (iii). 
The first part of Theorem B implies its second part by combining with 
the “if” part of Theorem A and 
LEMMA B.l [12, Lemma 211. The Lehman Switching Game on a 
matroid A4 with respect to an element e E E(M) is winning for BLACK play- 
ing second if and only if the Lehman Switching Game on M* with respect to 
e is winning for WHITE playing second. 
LEMMA B.2 [12, Lemma 251. The Lehman Switching Game on a 
matroid M with respect to an element e E E(M) is winning for the first player 
if and only if both Lehman Switching Games with respect to e in the matroids 
obtained from M and M* by doubling e in parallel are winning for WHITE 
playing second. 
Lemma B.l results from the fact that for any black/white partition of 
E(M)\ (e} there is either a white circuit broken at e or a black cocircuit 
broken at e, but not both. Note that Lemma B.l expresses that the Lehman 
Switching Game is self-dual up to the replacement of M by M*. 
Lemma B.2 follows from Lemma B.l and the observation that the 
Lehman Switching Game on A4 with respect to e E E(M) is winning for 
WHITE playing first if and only if the Lehman Switching Game with 
respect to e on the matroid obtained from M by doubling e in parallel is 
winning for WHITE playing second (since in the new matroid BLACK 
loses immediately if his first move is not the new element). 
Conversely the “only if” part of Theorem A and Lemmas B.l, B.2 imply 
the first part of Theorem B. 
A stronger form of Theorem B has been given by Bruno-Weinberg in 
[3] by relating its three cases to the principal partition of M. The notion of 
principal partition, introduced by Kishi and Kajitani for graphs [lo] and 
generalized to matroids by Bruno and Weinberg [3], is relevant in several 
applications of matroid theory. We refer the reader to [S] for a recent sur- 
vey on the subject. 
Let M be a matroid on a set E. With notations of Section 4 let 9(M) be 
the set of subsets X of E achieving the minimum of 2rM(X) + 1 E\XI. We 
set m-f) = f-h P(M) x QW) = uxe B(M) x* 
By Lemma 4.2 P(M) and Q(M)EP(M). By Lemma 4.3 we have 
P(M*) = E\Q(M). It follows that P= P(M) and P* = P(M*) are two dis- 
joint subsets of E. The principal partition of E in the sense of [3] is the par- 
tition E=P+P*+R where R=E\(PuP*). 
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THEOREM C (Bruno-Weinberg [3, Theorem 7.31). Let M be a matroid 
and e be an element of M. Let P, P*, R be the principal partition of M (with 
the above notations). 
(i) e E P if and only if there is a block of M spanning but not contain- 
ing e. 
(ii) e E P* zf and only zf there is a block of M* spanning but not con- 
taining e. 
(iii) e E R zf and only zf there are blocks containing e in both M and 
M*. 
For completeness we give a short proof of Theorem C (based on the 
proof in [33 simplified here by the use of the Union Theorem). 
LEMMA C. 1 [3, Theorem 5.5 1. P(M) is the set of non-isthmuses of 
M v M. 
Proof We have to show that P(M) is the union of all sets E\B for B a 
basis of M v M. By Lemma 4.1 we have XZ E\B for all XE P(M) and B 
basis of M v M. Hence P(M) 2 UBbaseofM VM (E\B). 
Suppose the equality does not hold. There is e E P(M) such that e E B for 
all bases B of M v M. In other words e is an isthmus of M v M: the rank 
of (M v M)\e=(M\e) v (M\ ) e is strictly less than the rank of M v M. 
Hence by the Union Theorem there is XG E\ {e > such that 
2r,t+@‘) + I E\ {e)\XI < r(M v M). 
Equivalently we have 2rM(X) + ) E\Xl < r(M v M). Since on the other 
hand 2r,(X)+ 1 E\XI 2 r(M v M), we have XE Y(M). Hence P(M) sX, 
contradicting e 4 X. 1 
Proof of Theorem C. “Only if” part of (i). Suppose e E P(M). By Lem- 
ma C.l there is a basis B of M v M such that e $ B. Let B,, B2 be two 
bases of M such that B = B, u B,. Since P(M) E 9(M), by Lemma 4.1 
B1 n P(M) and B2 n P(M) are two disjoint bases of P(M) partitioning 
B n P(M). Hence B n P(M) is a block of M spanning but not containing e. 
First half of the “only if” part of (iii). Suppose e E Q(M)\P(M) = R. Let 
B be any basis of M v M. Let B1, I& be two bases of M such that 
B= B, v B2. Since Q(M)E~(M) by Lemma 4.1, B, n Q(M) and 
B, n Q(M) are two disjoint bases of Q(M) partitioning B n Q(M). Hence 
B n Q(M) is a block of M containing e. 
We obtain the “only if” part of (ii) and the second half of the “only if” 
part of (iii) by considering M* instead of M, since Q(M)\P(M) = 
QW* N-W* )- 
The “if” parts follow from the classification of the Lehman Switching 
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Game. Direct proofs that the three conditions on blocks are mutually 
exclusive can also easily be given. m 
From Theorem C and its proof we get the following characterization of 
Q(M)- 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Q(M) is the union of all blocks of M plus all loops of 
M I 
7. SWITCHING GAMES ON MATROIDS-EXTENDED 
AND UNROOTED GAMES 
As noted by Lehman [12, Theorem 161 “[using this strategy] the short 
player playing second will win with respect to any branch [edge] of M for 
which the matroid yields a short game.” This statement amounts to the “if” 
part of the following strengthening of Theorem A: 
THEOREM A’ (implicit in [ 121). In the Switching Game on a matroid M, 
WHITE playing second can mark a base of M against all strategies of 
BLACK $ and only $ M contains a spanning block. 
The proof of the “if” part of Lehman Theorem (Sect. 6 Theorem A) 
yields a proof of the “if” part of Theorem A’ by means of the following 
variant of Lemma A. 1: Let b (resp. w) be a black (resp. white) element of a 
matroid M. Then M contains a white base if and only if M\ bl w contains a 
white base. As observed by Chvatal-Erdiis in [5, Introduction] the 
necessity of the condition in Theorem A’ follows easily from the Union 
Theorem: If M contains no spanning block, i.e., r(M v M) < 2r(M) then 
there is A c E = E(M) such that 2r,(A) + ) E\A ( < 2r(M). Suppose 
BLACK plays by marking elements of E\A as long as there remains any. 
Since BLACK plays first, at most [ 1 E\A l/2] elements of E\A can be 
marked by WHITE. Hence WHITE cannot mark a base of M since 
Gf.I(A) + Cl E\A l/23 < r(M). 
We call an Extended Lehman Switching Game a switching game on a 
matroid M where the objective of WHITE is to mark a base of M. 
Theorem A’ can be rephrased as: The Extended Lehman Switching Game on 
a matroid M is winning for WHITE playing second if and only if M contains 
a spanning block. 
The Extended Lehman Switching Game on a matroid is a positional 
game by definition. Clearly a matroid whose elements are colored black or 
white contains either a white base or a black cocircuit but not both. Hence 
the Dual Extended Lehman Swtiching Game on a matroid M is also a 
positional game, with winning configurations constituted by circuits of M*. 
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We define the Unrooted Lehman Switching Game on a matroid A4 as a 
positional game on E(M) with WHITE winning configurations constituted 
by circuits of M. 
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that if the Extended Lehman Switching 
Game is winning for WHITE (resp. BLACK) playing second, then the 
game is also winning for WHITE (resp. BLACK) playing first. 
The proof of Theorem A’ can easily be adapted to prove: The Extended 
Lehman Switching Game on a matroid M is winning for WHITE playing 
first tf and only if M contains a spanning diminished block, where a 
diminished block is a submatroid M(X) with X the union of two bases inter- 
secting in just one element. 
We define an augmented block (resp. a k-augmented block), k 2 1, of a 
matroid A4 as a block X of M plus one element (resp. k) elements not con- 
tained in X and spanned by X. The complete classification of the Extended 
Lehman Switching Game is given by 
THEOREM 7.1 (partially implicit in [ 121). Let M be a matroid. Exactly 
one of the following three cases hold 
(i ) M contains a spanning block. 
(ii) M* contains a 2-augmented block. 
(iii) M contains a spanning diminished block and M* contains an 
augmented block. 
The Extended Lehman Switching Game is winning for WHITE playing 
second in case (i) resp. winning for BLACK playing second in case (ii), 
winning for the first player in case (iii). 
A direct proof of the first part of Theorem 7.1 can easily be obtained by 
using the Union Theorem. Actually the three cases of Theorem 7.1 have 
simple characterizations in terms of r(M v M): 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let M be a matroid. Then 
(i) M contains a spanning block tf and only tf r(M v M) = 2r(M). 
(ii) M contains a spanning diminished block and M* contains an 
augmented block tf and only tf r(M v M) = 2r(M) - 1. 
(iii) M* contains a 2-augmented block tf and only tf r(M v M) < 
2r( M) - 2. 
In Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 M is a matroid on E and k is a nonnegative 
integer. 
LEMMA 7.3. r(M* v M*) = r(M v M) - 2r(M) + 1 El. 
582b/40/3-2 
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Proof. For any subsets A, B E E we have ) (E\A) u (E\B)) = IA u Bj - 
IA) - (BI + IEI. Hence A, B are two maximally distant bases of M if and 
only if E\A, E\B are two maximally distant bases of M*. Lemma 7.3 
follows. 
LEMMA 7.4. M contains a k-augmented block if and only if r(M v M) 6 
\El-k. 
ProoJ Let X be a k-augmented block of M. Let A be a block of M con- 
tained in X such that I x\ A I = k and A spans X in M. Clearly A is a basis 
of X in M v M. Let B be a basis of M v A4 containing A. We have 
Bn(X\A)=@. Hence IEl>IBJ+IX\AI=r(MvM)+k. 
Conversely suppose r( A4 v M) < ( E 1 - k. We may suppose k > 1, the 
case k = 0 being trivial. Let X E E be inclusion-minimal with the property 
yM v ,&X) < I XI -k. By minimality rM V ,(Xje) > I X\e I- k for all e E X. 
Since X # 0, it follows that rM V &X) = I Xl - k and rM V ,(X\e) = 
rM v ,JX) for all e E X, i.e. X has no isthmuses in M v M. Hence by 
Lemma C.l Section 6 X = P(M(X)) E Y(M(X)). By Lemma 4.1 any basis A 
of X in M v M is a spanning block of M(X). Since r M v ,&X) = ) X 1 - k we 
have I x\ A I = k. Hence X is a k-augmented block of M. i 
Proof of Proposition 7.2. (i) Clearly A4 contains a spanning block if 
and only if r(M v M) = 2r(M). 
(ii) As easily seen, A4 contains a spanning diminished block if and 
only if r(M v M) 2 2r(M) - 1. On the other hand by the case k = 1 of 
Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.3, M* contains an augmented block if and only if 
r(M v M) < 2r(M) - 1. 
(iii) In view of Lemma 7.3, this is the case k = 2 of Lemma 7.4. 1 
Using Proposition 7.2 we get the following alternate classification of the 
Extended Lehman Switching Game: 
THEOREM 7.5. Let M be a matroid. The Extended Lehman Switching on 
A4 is 
(i) winning for WHITE playing second if and only if r(M v M) = 
ww 
(resp. (ii) winning for the first player if and only if r(M v M) = 2r( M) - 1 
(resp. (iii) winning for BLACK playing second if and only if r(M v M) < 
2r( M) - 2. 
By definition the Unrooted Lehman Switching Game on a matroid M is 
equivalent to the dual Extended Lehman Switching Game on M*. Its 
classification is obtained by dualizing Theorems 7.1, 7.5. 
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The dual of Theorem 7.5 in the case when M is the cycle matroid of a 
graph is given by Kano in [9 J Theorem 3. 
8. DIRECTED SWITCHING GAMES AND SIGNING GAMES 
ON ORIENTED MATROIDS 
Matroids provide a natural context for switching games as shown by 
Lehman theory. Analogously a natural context for directed switching 
games is provided by oriented matroids. 
We introduce in this section several directed switching games on oriented 
matroids. The first two games generalize the Directed Shannon Switching 
Game and the One-Way Game defined in the introduction. 
All directed switching games are two-player games with complete infor- 
mation. We define a game by describing its board, BLACK and WHITE 
moves and WHITE winning configurations. In each game the objective of 
WHITE is to form a winning configuration and the objective of BLACK is 
to prevent WHITE from succeeding. We recall that marking an element 
means assigning a color to it (black or white) and that signing an element 
means marking it and in addition reversing or not its sign. 
I. The Directed Switching Game 
The board is an oriented matroid A4 with a distinguished element e not 
subject to play. A move of BLACK consists of marking an unplayed 
element, a move of WHITE consists of signing an unplayed element. A 
WHITE winning configuration is a white positive circuit of M broken at e. 
II. The Signing Game 
The board is an oriented matroid A4 with a distinguished element e not 
subject to play. Moves of both BLACK and WHITE consist of signing an 
unplayed element. A WHITE winning configuration is a marked positive 
circuit of M broken at e. 
III. The Unrooted Directed Switching Game 
The board is an oriented matroid M. A move of BLACK consists of 
marking an unplayed element. A move of WHITE consists of signing an 
unplayed element. A WHITE winning configuration is a white positive cir- 
cuit of M. 
IV. The Unrooted Signing Game 
The board is an oriented matroid M. Moves of both BLACK and 
WHITE consist of signing an unplayed element. A WHITE winning con- 
figuration is a marked positive circuit of M. 
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V-VIII. 
For each game I-IV another game is obtained by not allowing the 
players to reverse element signs: moves of both BLACK and WHITE con- 
sist of marking elements. 
In Sections 9-13 we solve the first three games in the cases of graphic 
and cographic oriented matroids. In graphic games a third WHITE 
winning configuration is considered (Sect. 13) namely a spanning arbo- 
rescence rooted at a given vertex (the game is called extended). Unlike the 
undirected case there is no evident generalization to (oriented) matroids. 
Our results may be summarized by saying that the classifications of the 
graphic and cographic Directed Switching Game, Signing Game and 
Unrooted Directed Switching Game are identical to the classification of the 
corresponding undirected switching game on the same board (see 
Theorems 9.3, 10.2, 12.1, 13.1, 13.2). 
We conjecture that this property generalizes to any oriented matroid for 
Games I, II, III: 
CONJECTURE 8.1. The Directed Switching Game on an oriented matroid 
A4 with respect to a given element e is winning for WHITE playing second if 
(and only if) there is a block of A4 spanning but not containing e. 
The “only if” part of Conjecture 8.1 follows from Lehman’s results. If the 
“if” part is true, the classification of the Directed Switching Game can 
easily be achieved (see Sects. 9, 10). The classifications of the Signing Game 
and of the Unrooted Directed Switching Game follow as corollaries (see 
Sects. 12, 13). Partial results, in particular in the case of regular matroids, 
will be the subject of another paper. 
The classifications of games IV-VIII are different in general from the 
classifications of the corresponding undirected game on the same board 
(see Remark 9.5 and Sect. 14). 
Finally we mention that the above games are closely related to con- 
vexity. In Games I, II we get clearly an equivalent version by reversing the 
sign of the distinguished element e. A WHITE winning configuration is 
then a signed circuit C with C- = (e) broken at e. By definition of con- 
vexity in oriented matroids, C- = (e> means that e is in the convex hull of 
C\(e) WI- 1 n other words the objective of WHITE in the (modified) 
Directed Switching Game resp. Signing Game is to capture e in the convex 
hull of white (resp. marked elements). Positive circuits considered in other 
games have also a natural interpretation in terms of convexity. 
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9. THE DIRECTED SWITCHING GAME (GRAPHIC CASE) 
The Graphic Directed Switching Game is equivalent to the Directed 
Shannon Switching Game defined in the introduction (Section 1). The 
game is played on an undirected graph G with two distinguished vertices x0 
and x1. A move of WHITE consists of directing an unplayed edge. A move 
of BLACK consists of marking an unplayed edge. The objective of WHITE 
is to form a white directed path joining x0 to x1, the objective of BLACK 
is to preven WHITE from meeting his objective. (In view of WHITES 
objective we may equivalently consider that BLACK deletes edges as in the 
original Shannon game). 
A first idea to solve this game would be to direct Lehman strategy. The 
graph in Fig. 1 with the indicated trees T, and T2 shows that this idea does 
not work. 
Suppose BLACK marks the edge b at his first move. Lehman strategy 
with respect to T, and T2 prescribes one of the three edges marked w  as a 
response for WHITE. The reader can easily convince himself that these 
three edges with any of the two possible directions are losing for WHITE, 
despite the fact that the game is winning for WHITE playing second (see 
below). 
A difhculty arises from the fact that Lemma A.1 (see Sect. 6) which is 
fundamental for Lehman Strategy does not hold in the directed case in 
general. Given a black edge b and a white directed edge w, the existence of 
a white directed path joining x0 and x1 in G\b/w does not imply the 
existence of such a path in G. 
This failure can be repaired in the graphic (and cographic) case on the 
basis of the observation that two adjacent directed edges behave nicely 
with respect to orientation. With some elaboration this idea leads to the 
desired strategy. 
The basic situation to consider is that of a connected block-graph. We 
prove the directed counterpart (in the graphic case) of Lehman Theorem 
for the Extended Lehman Switching Game (Theorem A’, Sect. 7). Here the 
objective of WHITE is to direct a spanning arborescence of G rooted at a 
FIGURE 1 
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given vertex. We point out that, like Lehman Theorems A and A’, this 
theorem is actually equivalent to the (apparently weaker) theorem dealing 
with directed paths joining two distinguished vertices. 
We recall from Section 5 that the collection of blocks of a block-graph is 
closed under union and intersection. Hence any subset of edges contains a 
maximal block (possibly empty) and is contained in a minimal block, 
LEMMA 9.1. Let G be a connected block-graph, x0 E V(G) and b E E(G). 
There is a unique inclusion-minimal connected block of G incident to x0 and 
containing b. 
Proof. Let T,, T, be two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G partitioning 
E(G). Suppose notations such that b E T1. Let A be the edge-set of the path 
of T, joining x0 to a vertex of b and containing b. 
Consider a connected block X of G incident to x0 and containing b. It 
follows from Lemma 5.4, X being connected, that T, n X and T, n X are 
two spanning trees of X. Since X is incident to x0 and contains b, we have 
A c X. Hence the unique inclusion-minimal block of G containing A 
(clearly connected, incident to x0 and containing b) is also the unique 
inclusion-minimal connected block of G incident to x0 and containing b. 1 
Strategy I 
(WHITE strategy for the Extended Graphic Directed Switching Game 
and the Directed Shannon Switching Game, BLACK playing first. 
Let G be a connected block-graph with a distinguished vertex x0. 
(1) Let b E E(G) be the first move of BLACK. 
Let P be the minimal connected block of G incident to x0 and containing 
b. Let Q be the maximal connected block of G incident to x0 and not con- 
taining b (Q may be empty). WHITE directs an edge w  E P\( { b} u Q) 
incident to {x0} u V(Q) in the direction outgoing from (x0} u V(Q). 
(2) Suppose BLACK and WHITE have already played the edges 
b, , b, ,..., bi and ~1, wZ,..., Wi, i 2 0, respectively. Let bi+ 1 E E(G)\ ( bl , b2 ,..., 
bi, WI 7 w27*--, wi> be the (i + 1) th move of BLACK. 
Then WHITE considers b, + I as a first move of BLACK in the graph 
G’ = G\ {b,, b2,..., bi}/{ w,, w2,..., wi} and directs an edge wi+ 1 given by (1) 
applied to G’ and bi+ 1. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let G be a connected block-graph with a distinguished ver- 
tex x0. In the directed Switching Game on G, WHITE playing second with 
Strategy I directs a spanning arborescence of G rooted at x, against all 
strategies of BLACK. 
Proof. ( 1) Strategy I is well defined (i.e., provides at least one response 
for WHITE to a move of BLACK for any game on G). 
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Let b E E(G) be the first move of BLACK. Since Q is a connected block 
of the block-graph G, every edge of G with both vertices in V(Q) belongs to 
Q (see Sect. 5). Hence V(P)\( { x0} u V(Q)) # 0, since this set contains at 
least one vertex of b. On the other hand x, E V(P). The block P is con- 
nected, hence 2-edge connected. It follows that at least two edges of P\Q 
are incident to (x0} u V(Q). At least one, w, is different from b. 
Clearly w  is not in the maximal block of G not containing b (since Q is a 
connected component of this block). Hence by Proposition 5.5 G\b/w is 
again a (connected) block. By induction on [E(G)/, Part (2) of the 
definition of Strategy I implies that this strategy is well defined. 
(2) Let b,, b, ,..., b, and wl, w2 ,..., w,, 2m = IE(G)I, be the lists of 
edges played by BLACK and WHITE, respectively, in a game, WHITE 
playing Strategy I. We prove by induction on m > 1 that wl, We,..., w, con- 
stitute the edges of a spanning arborescence of G rooted at x0, with the 
additional property that the restriction of this arborescence to any con- 
nected block X of G incident to x0 is a spanning arborescence of G[X] 
rooted at x0. 
As noted in (1) G’= G\b,/w, is a connected block-graph. Clearly 
b 2 ,..., b, and w2 ,..., w, constitute the lists of edges played by BLACK and 
WHITE, respectively, in a game on G’, WHITE playing Strategy I. Set 
A’ = { w2,..., w,]. By the induction hypothesis A’n X’ is a spanning 
arborescence of G’[X’] rooted at x0 for every connected block X’ of G’ 
incident to x0. 
Set A = { wl, w2,..., w,}. Let X be a connected block of G incident to x0. 
We show that A n X is a spanning arborescence of G[X] rooted at x0. We 
distinguish two cases. 
(2.1) If bl 4 X then Xc Q, hence w1 4 X. By Proposition 5.6 X is a block 
of G’. By the induction hypothesis A nX= A’n X’ is a spanning 
arborescence of G[X] = G’[X’] rooted at x0. 
(2.2) If b, E X then PC X, hence w1 E X. By Proposition 5.6 
X’ = X\ (b 1, w1 } is a block of G’. By the induction hypothesis A’ n X’ is a 
spanning arborescence of G’[ X’] rooted at x0. If A n X is not a spanning 
arborescence of G[X] rooted at x0 then necessarily the terminal vertex 
x 4 (x0 > u V(Q) of w1 in G is also the terminal vertex of an edge Wi, i > 2, 
in G. The initial vertex of Wi in G is not in (x0} u V(Q) otherwise 
Q u ( wl, wi} would be a block of G contradicting the definition of Q. It 
follows that in G’ the edge Wi enters (x0) u V’(Q) at x. Hence A’ n Q is not 
a spanning arborescence of G’[Q] rooted at x0, a final contradiction since 
Q is a block of G’ by Proposition 5.6. 1 
, THEOREM 9.3. The classification of the Directed Shannon Switching 
Game on a graph G with respect to two distinguished vertices x0, x1 is iden- 
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tical to the classification of the (undirected) Shannon Switching Game on G 
with respect to x0 and x1. 
In particular, the Directed Shannon Switching Game on G with respect to 
x0 and x1 is winning for WHITE playing second if and only if there are two 
edge-disjoint trees of G on a same set of vertices containing x0 and x1. 
Proof. Let A4 be the cycle matroid of the graph G + e, where e is an 
edge not in G joining x0 and x1. By Lehman Theorem B there are three 
cases : 
(1) M contains a block spanning but not containing e. Equivalently 
by Lehman Theorem B, the Shannon Switching Game is winning for 
WHITE playing second. 
The Directed Shannon Switching Game is a restricted positional game 
(see Sect. 2). Hence by Theorem 9.2 and Proposition 3.2 applied to a block 
of M spanning but not containing e, WHITE playing second has a winning 
strategy. 
(2) M* contains a block spanning but not containing e. Equivalently 
by Lehman Theorem B, the Shannon Switching Game is winning for 
BLACK playing second. 
BLACK playing second with Lehman strategy can separate x0 and x1 by 
a black cocycle. Hence WHITE cannot join x0 to x1 by a white directed 
path. The Directed Shannon Switching Game is winning for BLACK play- 
ing second. 
(3) There is a block of M containing e, and a block of M* contain- 
ing e. Equivalently by Lehman Theorem B the Shannon Switching Game is 
winning for the first player. 
It follows clearly from cases (1) and (2) that WHITE playing first can 
join x0 to x1 by a white directed path and that BLACK playing first can 
separate x0 and x1. The first player has a winning strategy in the Directed 
Shannon Switching Game. 1 
Theorem 9.2 means that WHITE can join x0 to x1 by a directed path 
(against all strategies of BLACK) if and only if he can join x0 and x1 by an 
undirected path. Equivalently BLACK can bar a white directed path join- 
ing x0 to x1 if and only if he can separate x0 and x1 (by a black cocycle). 
Remark 9.4. The above solution of the Directed Shannon Switching 
Game is not complete in the following sense: In the undirected game one 
can easily decide, using Lehman theory, whether a partially played game 
i.e. a position is winning or losing for a given player. No information on the 
previously used strategies is needed. It suffices to use the following obvious 
extension of 
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LEMMA A.l. For any subsets B of black edges and W of white edges, G 
contains a white path joining x0 and x, if and only if G/B/W contains a 
white path joining x0 and x1. 
For instance, a position bl, b2 ,..., bi, wl, w2 ,..., wi i 2 1 is winning for 
WHITE playing second if and only if G\ (b,, b2,..., bi}/(w,, w2,..., wj con- 
tains a block incident to x0 and x1. 
In the directed case Theorem 9.3 recognizes winning/losing starting 
positions (no edges already played). However, since the directed version of 
Lemma A.1 does not hold, no simple consequence results for general 
positions. We ask: 
PROBLEM. Find a theory to recognize winning/losing general positions in 
the directed Shannon Switching Game. 
Remark 9.5. The graphic case of Game V, defined in Section 8 for 
oriented matroids, is played on a directed graph G with two distinguished 
vertices x0, x, . Both BLACK and WHITE mark unplayed edges. The 
objective of WHITE is to form a directed path joining x0 to x1. 
There are connected block-graphs G such that Game V is losing for 
WHITE playing second on G for any orientation G of G (examples with 2- 
cocycles are easily obtained; there are also 3-edge-connected ones). 
In other words, in general, there is no winning strategy for the Directed 
Shannon Switching Game on a block-graph such that edge directions do 
not depend on the previous course of the game. 
10. THE DIRECTED SWITCHING GAME (COGRAPHIC CASE) 
The rules of the Cographic (Rooted) Directed Switching Game are those 
of the Graphic (Rooted) Directed Switching Game (equivalently the Direc- 
ted Shannon Switching Game) except for the objective of WHITE. The 
board is a graph G with two distinguished vertices x0 and xi, x0 #x1. 
WHITE directs edges, BLACK marks edges. The objective of WHITE is to 
separate x0 and x1 by an elementary cocycle with all edges directed from 
the component of x0 to the component of x,. 
The Cographic Directed Switching Game is not equivalent to the Dual 
Graphic Directed Switching Game. On the other hand Strategy I for the 
graphic game cannot be adapted to the cographic game. We construct a 
different strategy. 
The basic situation to consider is that of a graph G with two dis- 
tinguished vertices x0 and x1, x0 # x1, such that the graph obtained from G 
by identifying x0 and xl is a block-graph. Let A4 be the cocycle matroid of 
the graph obtained from G by adding a new edge e joining x0 and x1 : 
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M = B(G + e). The above hypothesis on G says that E(M)\ {e} is a block 
of M spanning e. This condition is expressed conveniently by considering 
the graph H obtained from G by adding two new edges e and e’ joining x0 
and x1: the hypothesis on G holds if and only if H is a block-graph. 
It follows from Section 5 that if H is a block-graph, the collection of 
blocks of H is closed under union and intersection. Hence any subset of 
E(H) = E(G) u (e, e’> contains a maximal (possibly empty) and is con- 
tained in a minimal block. 
Strategy II 
(WHITE strategy for the Cographic Directed Switching Game, BLACK 
playing first). 
Let G be a graph with two distinguished vertices x0 and x1, x0 # x1, such 
that the graph obtained by identifying x0 and x1 is a block-graph. Let H be 
the graph obtained from G by adding two new edges joining x0 and x1. 
(1) Let b E E(G) be the first move of BLACK. Let P be the minimal 
block of H containing b. We distinguish two cases: 
(1.1) PGE(G) ( i.e., there is a block of G containing b). 
Let Q be the maximal block of G not containing b. WHITE directs 
arbitrarily an edge w  E P\ ( (b} u Q). 
(1.2) P @ E(G). 
Let Q, and Q, be the maximal connected blocks of G incident to x0 and 
x1, respectively. WHITE directs an edge of G w  E P\( { 6) u Q, u Q,) 
incident to {x0} u V(Q,) or to (X 1 > u V( Q1), in the direction outgoing 
from ko) ” VQo> in the first case respectively entering {x1 } u V( Q, ) in 
the second case. 
(2) Suppose BLACK and WHITE have already played the edges b 1, 
b *,..., bi and wl, w2 ,..., wi i20, respectively. Let bi+1EE(G)\(b1, b, ,.,., 
bi, WI 7 w2,---9 wi} be the (i + 1) th move of BLACK. 
Then WHITE considers bi+ 1 as a first move of BLACK in the graph 
G’=G/{bl, b2,..., bi>\{wl, w2,..., Wi} and directs an edge wi+l given by (1) 
applied to G’ and bi + 1. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let G be a graph with two distinguished vertices x0 and 
Xl, XofX1, such that the graph obtained from G by identifying x0 and x1 is 
a block-graph. 
Strategy II is a winning strategy for WHITE playing second in the 
Cographic Directed Switching Game on G with respect to x0 and x1. 
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Proof: (1) Strategy II is well defined for any game on G. Let b E E(G) 
be the first move of BLACK. 
Case 1. P c E(G). Since P and P n Q are blocks P\G has even car- 
dinality. Hence b E P\Q implies that P\( (b} u Q) is not empty. 
Case 2. P SZ E(G). Since there is no block of G containing b, 
necessarily P contains e and e’ hence P is incident to x0 and xi. We have 
b 4 Q0 u Qi hence P is not contained in Q, u Q1 u {e, e’}. The block P 
being minimal is connected, hence 2-edge-connected. It follows that at least 
two edges of P\(Q+ Ql) are incident to (x0, x,} u V(QO)u V(Q,). At 
least one is different from b. 
We have V(QO) n V(Q,) = 0 otherwise the definition of QO, Q, 
immediately implies Q0 = Ql contradicting the hypothesis H = G + (e, e’} 
is a block. By definition of a block, it follows that no edge of G is incident 
to both (x0} u V(Q,,) and {x1 > u V( Q I ). In particular Strategy II unam- 
bigously defines a direction for any edge in P\ ( (b ) u Q, u Q, ) incident to 
be x1> u UQo)u I/(QJ 
Thus Strategy II provides at least one response w  for WHITE to the first 
move b of BLACK. Since in both cases w  E P it follows from 
Proposition 5.5 that H/b\ w is again a block. By induction on ( E( G)I , 
Part (2) of the definition of Strategy II implies that this strategy is well 
defined. 
(2) Strategy II is winning for WHITE. 
It suffices to show that Strategy II is winning in a game where all edges 
have been played. Let b, , bz ,..., b, and wl, w2 ,..., w,, 2m = ) E( G)J , be the 
lists of edges played by BLACK and WHITE, respectively, in a game on G, 
WHITE playing Strategy II. We prove by induction on m > 1 that 
(WI, W2Y9 w,} contains an elementary cocycle of G with all edges directed 
from the component of x0 to the component of x1 and with the additional 
property that the intersection of this cocycle with every block of G is 
empty. 
As noted in (1) G’= G/b 1 \ w, satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 10.1. 
Clearly b, ,..., b, and w2 ,..., w, constitute the lists of edges played by 
BLACK and WHITE, respectively, in a game on G’, WHITE playing 
Strategy II. Hence by the induction hypothesis (w2,..., w,) contains an 
elementary cocycle C’ of G’ with the desired properties. Let C be the uni- 
que elementary cocycle of G such that C’ = C\ (~1). 
LetXbeablockofG.Ifb,EXwehavePcXhencew,EX.Ifb,~Xwe 
have Xc Q hence w1 $ X (since Q, and Ql are connected components of 
Q). Since H and H’ = H/b,\ w1 are blocks, it follows from Proposition 5.6 
that X’ = X\ {b,, w  1 > is a block of H’, hence also a block of G’. We have 
X’ n C’ = 0 by the induction hypothesis. Hence Xn C s (wl ), implying 
Xn C = 0 since a cocycle always meet a block in 0 or > 2 elements. 
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It remains to verify that C has the right orientation. In the first case, 
since P G E(G), we have P n C = @, hence w1 4 C. In the second case we 
have Qon C= @ and Q, n C= 0. Hence (x0) u V(Q,) and (x,} u V(Q,) 
inducing connected subgraphs of G are contained respectively in the com- 
ponents of x0 and x1 in G\C. The desired property follows. 1 
THEOREM 10.2. The classification of the Cographic Directed Switching 
Game on a graph G with respect to two distinguished vertices x0, x, is iden- 
tical to the clas@cation of the (undirected) Dual Shannon Switching Game 
on G with respect to x0 and x1. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
11. ALGORITHMS 
Strategies I and II depend on constructions of blocks. We describe in this 
section algorithms for that purpose. The fundamental construction is that 
of two maximally distant bases of a matroid M, i.e., of a basis of M v M. 
This problem is equivalent to the Matroid Intersection Problem (see 
[ 13, 8.5 J), hence Edmonds Algorithm can be used. We recall briefly a 
specific algorithm given in [3]. 
Let B, , B, be two bases of a matroid M (two spanning trees in the case 
of a connected graph). Let e E E = E(M). If e E E\B, we denote by s,(e) the 
unique circuit of A4 contained in B, u {e>. If e 6 B, we set s,(e) = (e>. We 
define similarly s,(e) with respect to B2 and we set s(e) = s,(e)us,(e). 
Given AcE let s(A)=&. s(e) and let si( A ) be defined inductively by 
s’(A) = s(A) and Y’+‘(A) = s(s’(A)). Since M is finite and s’(A) c s’+ ‘(A), 
for i large enough we have #(A ) = s’+ ‘(A ) = . *. . We set .?(A ) = s’(A) = 
si+l(/q= . ..* 
If there is e e E\(B, u B2) such that s”(e) n B, n B, # 0, then B, u B2 can 
be augmented. Let i, be the smallest index i such that s’(e) n B, n B2 f  0. 
Let e, es’*(e) n B, n B,. Define inductively i,, i, ,..., and e,, e2 ,..., by the 
properties ij + 1 is the smallest index i such that eJ + 1 E s’(e), ei E s(e, + 1). For 
j large enough the construction stops with ek = e. Note that alternately 
e.i~sltej- A and q+ 1 us,, depending on the parity of j and on the 
situation for e, and e2. Suppose, for instance, e, E s,(e,) and k is even. 
We have e3, es,..., ek-] EB,\B, and e,, e4 ,..., ekm2EB2\B1, Then 
B; =&\(e,, e3 ,..., eke11 u (e,, e4 ,..., ek) and B2=B2\{e2, e4 ,..., ek-2) u 
i e3, e5 ,-.., ek - ] } are two bases of M, and B; u B; = B, u B, u (e} [3]. 
Suppose s^(e) n B, n B2 = @ for all e E E\(B, u B2), i.e., s^(E\(B, u B,)) n 
B1 n B2 = 0. Set X= s”(E\(B, u B2)). Clearly X n ( B1 u B2) spans 
X\(B, u B2) = E\(B, u B2), Xn B, spans Xn B, and Xn B, spans Xn B,. 
In other words Xn B, and Xn B2 are two distant bases of X. Hence by 
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Lemma 4.1 B1, B, are two maximally distant bases of M and 2rM(X) + 
IE\XJ=r(MvM)( i.e., XE Y(M) with notations of Sect. 4). Thus B1, B, 
are two maximally distant bases of M if and only if $(E\ (B, u &)) n 
B,nB,=@. 
Let B, , B, be two maximally distant bases of M. By Lemma 4.1 we have 
s”(E\(B, u B2)) c P(M) (notations of Sect. 6). Hence s”(E\(B, u B2)) = 
P(M) by minimality [3]. As is easily seen Q(M) = P(M) u u, s(x), where 
the union is over all x E B, u B, such that i(x) n B, n B2 = 0 (alternately, 
by duality Q(M) = E\sQ(B1 n B2), where s? is defined in M* with respect 
to E\B, and E\B,) [3]. 
Suppose A4 is a block-matroid, i.e., E(M) = B, u BZ, B,, B, two disjoint 
bases of M. In this case by the above discussion, for any A c E = E(M), 
s^(A) is the inclusion-minimal block of M containing A. The inclusion- 
maximal block of A4 contained in A is Up i(e), where the union is over all 
e E A such that s^(e) c A. 
The Lehman Strategy for the (Extended) Switching Game on M is, given 
a BLACK move b E B, , that WHITE should respond any w  E B2 such that 
b E sl(w). Then M\b/w is again a block (see Sect. 6). By Proposition 5.5 
M\b/w is a block if and only if w  4 Q the maximal block of M\b. Hence 
given B,, B,, the most general winning strategy for WHITE in the Lehman 
Switching Game on M is to play w  E E\ (b > such that b E i(w) (note that, 
by definition, for w  E B, we have sl( w) E i(w)). 
Let G be a (connected) block-graph with a given vertex x0. Let b E E(G) 
be the first move of BLACK. In Strategy I we have to construct (1) the 
(unique) connected block Q incident to x0, not containing b and inclusion- 
maximal with these properties, and (2) the (unique) connected block P 
incident to x0, containing b and inclusion-minimal with these properties. 
The constructions are based on two given edge-disjoint spanning trees 
T,, T, of G such that T, u T, = E = E(G). Let s^ be defined as above with 
respect to T, and T2. 
(1) Let X1 = U, s”(e), the union being over all edges e of G incident to 
x0 such that b 4 s”(e). If X1 = 0 then Q = 0. If X, # 0, let X2 = Ue s”(e), the 
union being over all edges e of G incident to V(X,) such that b&s”(e). 
Going on inductively we define a sequence X, , X2 ,.... Since Xi s Xi+ 1, for i 
large enough we have Xi=Xj+l= a.*. Then Q=Xi=Xi+1= em*. 
(2) Suppose b E T, . Let A be the edge-set of the (unique) path of T, 
containing b joining x0 to a vertex of b. Then P = i(A). 
The justifications of these constructions are left to the reader (for the 
second construction see the proof of Lemma 9.1). 
The WHITE response prescribed by Strategy I is an edge 
w~P\({bbQ) incident to (x0) u V(Q). In practice if we are given T1 
and T, with b E T1 the construction of P is not necessary: At least one ver- 
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tex of b is not in {x0> u V(Q). Then the path of T, joining x0 to a vertex of 
b not in (x0) u V(Q) is contained in P. The first edge leaving (x0} u V(s2) 
on this path is a possible response w  for WHITE. 
Using this last construction we have b E T1 (say) and w  E T2. Then 
Y; = T2\ { w> is a spanning tree of the graph G’ = G\b/w. However 
T; = T,\ {b} is either a spanning tree of G’ (if b E sI(w)) or consists of two 
components, a tree and a unicyclic graph, partitioning V(G’) (if b q! sI(w)). 
To apply the construction in G’ we need two edge-disjoint spanning trees 
of G’. In the second case let e be an edge of the cycle of T; andfbe an edge 
of T; joining the two components of Ti. Then T;’ = (T’,\ (e})u (f} is a 
spanning tree of G’. Applying the algorithm of Bruno-Weinerg to T;‘, T;, 
and e, we get two edge-disjoint spanning trees of G’ in exactly one augmen- 
tation. 
Similar constructions can be given for Strategy II, using two edge-dis- 
joint spanning trees of H = G u (e, e’ 1. 
All algorithms discussed in this section have a polynomial complexity. 
12. THE SIGNING GAME (GRAPHIC AND COGRAPHIC CASES)- 
THE ONE-WAY GAME 
The Graphic Signing Game is equivalent to the One-Way Game defined 
in Section 1. 
We recall that the One-Way Game is played on a graph G with two dis- 
tinguished vertices x0, x1. A move (of both BLACK and WHITE consists 
of signing an unplayed edge. The objective of WHITE is to form a directed 
path joining x0 to x1 (which may contain edges played by BLACK). The 
objective of BLACK is to prevent WHITE from meeting his objective. 
Let 6 be any orientation of G and let M be the oriented cycle matroid of 
the directed graph G + 8, where e’ is an edge not in G joining x0 to x, . The 
Graphic Signing Game on A4 with respect to e is clearly equivalent to the 
One-Way Game on G with respect to x0 and x1. 
The Cographic Signing Game is equivalent to the Dual Graphic Signing 
Game. More generally the Signing Game on an oriented matroid M with 
respect to an element e is equivalent to the Dual Signing Game on M* 
with respect to e (proof: in an oriented matroid A4 a given element e is 
either contained in a positive circuit of M or in a positive cocircuit but not 
in both [2, Proposition 3.41. 
The classification of the Graphic Signing Game (hence equivalently of 
the Cographic Signing Game) follows from the results of Sections 9 and 10. 
THEOREM 12.1. The classification of the One- Way game on a graph G 
with respect to two distinguished vertices x0, x1 is identical to the 
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classification of the (undirected) Shannon Switching Game on G with respect 
to x0 and x1. 
In particular the One- Way Game on G with respect to x0 and x, is winning 
for WHITE playing second if and only if there are two edge-disjoint trees of 
G on a same set of vertices containing x0 and x1. 
Proof Let M be the cycle matroid of the graph G + e, where e is an 
edge not in G joining x0 and x1. By Lehman Theorem B there are three 
cases : 
(1) M contains a block spanning but not containing e. 
By Theorem 9.2 WHITE playing second (with Strategy I possibly 
modified by “fictitious moves”) can sign a (white) directed path joining x0 
to x, against all strategies of BLACK. The One-Way Game is winning for 
WHITE playing second. 
(2) M* contains a block spanning but not containing e. 
By Theorem 10.2 BLACK playing second (with Strategy II possibly 
modified by “fictitious moves”) can sign a (black) elementary cocycle with 
all edges directed from the component of x1 to the component of x0. 
Therefore WHITE cannot form a directed path joining x0 to x1, even by 
including edges played by BLACK. The One-Way Game is winning for 
BLACK playing second. 
(3) There is a block of A4 containing e, and a block of M* contain- 
ing e. 
It follows clearly from cases (1) and (2) that the One-Way Game is win- 
ning for the first player. 1 
The proof of Theorem 12.1 shows that both the One-Way Game and the 
Dual One-Way Game, which are uncolored restricted positional games in 
the terminology of Section 2, actually reduce to colored restricted positional 
games. 
13. EXTENDED AND UNROOTED DIRECTED SWITCHING GAMES 
We derive in this section the classifications of the Extended Directed 
Shannon Switching Game and the graphic and cographic Unrooted 
Directed Switching Game as corollaries of the results of Sections 9 and 10. 
Unlike the undirected case the Extended Directed Shannon Switching 
Game and the cographic Unrooted Directed Switching Game are not dual 
games. 
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THEOREM 13.1. The classification of the Extended Directed Shannon 
Switching Game on a graph G with respect to any vertex of G is identical to 
the classification of the Extended Lehman Switching Game on C(G) (see 
Theorems 7.1, 7.5). 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 13.1 from Theorem 9.2 is similar to the 
proof of Therem 7.1 from Theorem A’ (Strategy I replacing Lehman 
Strategy). i 
THEOREM 13.2. The classification of the Unrooted Directed Switching 
Game in the graphic and cographic cases is identical to the classification of 
the undirected game. 
ProojI (1) Graphic case : Let G be a graph and it4 = @(G) be the cycle 
matroid of G. By Theorem 7.1 there are three mutually exclusive cases: 
( 1.1) M contains a 2-augmented block. We show that the game is 
winning for WHITE playing second. 
By Proposition 3.2 we may suppose that M is an inclusion-minimal 2- 
augmented block matroid. Let bl E E = E(M) be the first move of BLACK. 
It is easily seen using the Union Theorem that E\ (b, } is an augmented 
block. Let any element w1 E E\ { bl > be the first move of WHITE. Then 
E\ {b, , w  1 > is a block of M\bl spanning w  1. In the Directed Shannon 
Switching Game on G\ (b, , w1 } WHITE playing second (with Strategy I) 
can mark a directed path joining the terminal vertex of w1 to its initial 
vertex by Theorem 9.2. Thus WHITE playing second can sign a directed 
circuit of G against all strategies of BLACK. 
(1.2) M* contains a spanning block. 
By Lehman Theorem A’ BLACK playing second can mark a cobase of 
M against all strategies of WHITE. Hence WHITE cannot mark any cir- 
cuit, and a fortiori cannot sign a directed circuit. The game is winning for 
BLACK playing second. 
(1.3) M contains an augmented block and M* contains a spanning 
diminished block. 
The arguments used in (1.1) and (1.2) are easily adapted with WHITE 
(resp. BLACK) playing first. The game is winning for the first player. 
(2) Cographic case. 
The proof is analogous with Theorem 10.2 and Strategy II in place of 
Theorem 9.3 and Strategy I. m 
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We recall that the Unrooted Lehman Switching Game is the dual game 
of the Extended Lehman Switching Game up to matroid duality (see 
Sect. 7). The classification of the Unrooted Lehman Switching Game on a 
matroid M is given by the dual of Theorem 7.1. 
14. UNRESTED SIGNING GAMES 
The graphic Unrooted Signing Game is played on a graph G, moves of 
both players consist of signing unplayed edges. The objective of WHITE is 
to form a marked directed cycle of G. 
We do not have a solution of this game. If G is a block then WHITE 
playing second has a winning strategy: Let x0 and x1 be the terminal and 
initial vertices, respectively, of the first edge bl played by BLACK. Then 
WHITE playing Strategy I can form a white directed path joining x0 to x1 
against all strategies of BLACK by results of Section 9. Hence WHITE 
wins the Unrooted Signing Game. 
However WHITE playing first on a block may lose. A trivial example is 
provided by two parallel edges. More generally suppose G is a connected 
block with a 2-cocycle {e,, e2). Then G\ {et, e2) has two components G,, 
G2, both blocks. Clearly WHITE has a winning strategy in the game on G 
if and only if WHITE has a winning strategy in at least one of G1 or G2. 
We conjecture that the Graphic Unrooted Signing Game (and also the 
Cographic Unrooted Signing Game) on a 3-edge connected block graph is 
winning for WHITE playing first. 
We point out that this conjecture if true does not cover all cases: 
the Unrooted Signing Game on K3 x K2, which is a diminished block, is 
winning for WHITE playing first. Problem: what is the classification of 
Game IV (and also of Games V-VIII)? 
APPENDIX: SIGNED CIRCUITS CONTAINING A GIVEN ELEMENT IN 
AN ORIENTED MATROID 
Clearly the Lehman Switching Game on a matroid M with respect to a 
given element e depends only on the collection of circuits of A4 containing 
e. Actually Lehman has shown [ 10, Theorem 461 that if M is connected, 
the circuits containing e completely detemine M. Similarly the Directed 
Switching Game and the Signing Game on an oriented matroid A4 depend 
only on the collection of signed circuits of A4 containing e. 
PROPOSITION 15.1. A connected oriented matroid is uniquely determined 
by the collection of signed circuits containing a given element. 
582b/40/3-3 
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Proof. In view of Lehman’s theorem it is sufficient to show that the 
signatures of the circuits not containing a given element e in a connected 
oriented matroid A4 are uniquely determined by the signed circuits contain- 
ing e. We prove this property by induction on the cardinality of the set of 
elements E = E(M) of M. 
Let C be a circuit of A4 such that e 4 C. We distinguish three cases. 
(1) There is ~EE\(CU {e>) such that M\p is connected. 
By the induction hypothesis applied to M\p, the signature of C is uni- 
quely determined. 
(2) There is p E E\( C u {e} ) but M\p is not connected. 
By the results of [4, Sect. 41, M/p is connected and C is a circuit of M/p. 
Since the signed circuits of M/p containing e are uniquely determined by 
the signed circuits of A4 containing e [2], it follows from the induction 
hypothesis applied to M/p that the signature of C is uniquely determined. 
(3) E= Cu (e}. 
Since M is connected every pair of elements of A4 is contained in a cir- 
cuit. 
Consider x, y E C, x # y. If x and y are in series in M, let X be a signed 
circuit of A4 containing e and x. Then X also contains y. By the signed 
elimination property we have sg&x) . sg,-( y) = sgx(x). sgx( y). If x and y 
are not in series, there is a signed circuit X of A4 containing e and x but not 
y, and a signed circuit Y of M containing e and y but not x. By the signed 
elimination property we have sg,-(x) . sg,( y ) = - sgx(x) . sg J y ) . 
%(4 - a Y(e)* I 
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